A word of thanks .. .
A proposal ...
A personal commitment .. . .
First, let me again thank the commission for their upcoming work session relative to developing
a climate action plan for Lane County.
Next, as one of the co-leads for the community group that started meeting in March -- and
since we apparently share the goal of the county adopting a climate action plan -- and further,
towards working with the commission in this regard, the group would like to meet with the
county administrator, Steve Mokrohisky, relative to it's development.
Finally, on a personal note, and speaking for myself as an individual, an introduction and an
offer.
My undergraduate education involved training to become a research biologist, my graduate
degree focused on science education. The first part of my life involved being a teacher, the
second as director of a nonprofit organization, and I am now transitioning into the third -- and
most likely, final part of my life -- in climate and wildlife advocacy.
The defining moment -- the turning point for me personally -- was the international report
released last fall relative to the need to act immediately relative to keeping global warming to
1.5 C before 2030, a mere 11 years away.
I have lived my life with passion and purpose in what I have done, consensus in process and
collaboration with others on mutually shared goals is my approach. I not only value kindness
and compassion, but also strive to live these values in all my relationships, with everyone -people, wildlife and the earth itself.
Therefore, relative to the development of a Lane County climate action plan, given skills and
knowledge developed throughout my life and work experience, I am publicly offering my time
and energy, a personal commitment, to officially volunteer for Lane County. Further, that timewise I will offer a 0.2 FTE amount of time monthly -- 4 days a month -- to the county, and
effective immediately.
That's how important developing an climate action plan is to me.
Thank you for your overall consideration of the group's proposal to meet with the county
administrator, and my offer to volunteer for the county.
Al LePage, Eugene, OR / 05-07-2019 /Public Comments, Ltme Co. Commission
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